BUILDING EVACUATION PROCEDURES

- Pull the Fire Alarm.
- Take your personal belongings (if time permits).
- Do not use the elevators.
- Leave the building.
- Meet at the Rally Point located at: the west side of Grawn Hall in Parking Lot 3.
- Follow the directions of CMU Police or Mt. Pleasant Fire Department.

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Emergency Building Coordinators or building administrators will advise and assist you in the event of a hazardous materials emergency. If it becomes necessary to evacuate the building, you will be instructed which routes and exits from the building to use and where the safest Rally Point will be.

If the emergency requires you to stay in the building you may be instructed to:

1. Close and seal off all exterior doors and windows.
2. Shut off any room air sources like window air conditioners or furnace hoods.
3. Remain in the building until advised of further action.
4. Be prepared to move to a safe area in the building or to eventually evacuate.

SUSPICIOUS/VIOLENT PERSON

Use your best judgment when assessing the situation; determine whether it is something that can be resolved with intervention. NEVER put yourself into a situation that can become harmful to you.

If the situation is dangerous (weapons are visible or implied, individual’s actions appear to be altered by drugs/alcohol, or individual is doing damage to property or assaulting another), immediately call the CMU Police (911) and inform them of the location and actions of the individual(s) creating the disturbance.

Active Shooter Situation:
GET OUT: QUICKLY ESCAPE if you can.
HIDE OUT: If you can’t leave—LOCK DOORS, BARRICADE DOORWAYS, TURN OFF LIGHTS.
TAKE OUT: If faced with the threat—TAKE ANY NECESSARY STEPS TO PREVENT LOSS OF LIFE.

FOR ANY EMERGENCY CALL 911

That includes: fire, explosions, leaks and spills of hazardous materials, bomb threats, suspicious letters or packages, civil disorder, life threatening injuries, life safety issues, a tornado sighting, or a crime in progress (which could include physical/verbal assault or theft).